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ABSTRACT

Modeling complex systems, including discrete event systems, remains a challenge. The complexity and the size of such systems prevent understanding their models. This article proposes an approach for reducing queueing networks large models into smaller ones. The objective is to reduce the analysis as well as the simulation times in addition to the better understanding of the system under study. The basic idea is to divide the model into a set of smaller, hierarchically organized and more manageable sub-models, which are analyzed in isolation. The key contributions of this work are the substitution of each sub-model by a single M/G/∞ station and the automation of the decomposition process using model transformation techniques. The main conclusion is that the reduction approach provides exact results for the global mean number of clients and mean residence time at the whole network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Queueing networks are the most known formalism used for simulation, modeling and performance evaluation of discrete event systems. They have been applied successfully in diverse fields and used to predict performances of a variety of complex discrete event systems. However, model construction and analysis can be challenged by the size and complexity of large models. The inherent complexity of discrete event systems leads to different modeling issues (Cruz & Woensel, 2014) which prevent understanding their models. The model’s complexity is due to large number of diverse components and their interactions. Consequently, visualization and comprehension become difficult. As well, analysis and/or simulation become time-consuming tasks. Both structural and quantitative analysis of large models suffer from these problems which has limited wider application of queueing networks formalism. The lack of exact methods, which are limited to specific cases, for the analysis of large models raises a need for approximated ones.

To solve these problems, hierarchical modeling presents a powerful solution. It is the process of partitioning a large model into a set of smaller sub-models with only few interactions between them. Each of these sub-models is to be replaced with a single equivalent element and then evaluated separately. Individual solutions are combined to obtain the solution of the original model. As a result, analyzing, understanding and visualizing large models become much easier. Based on advantages of related work, this paper presents a new approach for reducing queueing networks large models running in two main phases:
1. **The Decomposition Phase:** A large model is converted to a most reduced one. Today, Model Driven Engineering is being promoted in the development world, which proves its importance and efficiency. This process relies on a set of transformations which are usually sequentially executed, starting from an input large model all the way to produce a reduced output model. Thereby, it allows for a simple and easy decomposition of a large model using model transformation rules.

2. **The Analysis Phase:** Each sub-model is analyzed in isolation and replaced by an equivalent single M/G/∞ station producing a condensed model. The global solution of the original model is derived from this condensed model.

The main objective of this work is to apply reduction approach for the study of large queueing networks models which substitutes sub-models by simple equivalent nodes, producing a condensed model with comparable performances. The idea behind this work is to allow the construction of large models using a small number of M/G/∞ stations, which are related to each other in a well-defined way. Since solving or simulating a large queueing network is computationally very expensive, the reduced number of components in the condensed model would reduce the computation time. As a key novelty, this approach is based on Model Driven Engineering concepts to reduce the size and complexity of large models. Moreover, this approach introduces a new rule for the analysis of sub-models which minimizes the effort, time analysis and simulation of large models. Consequently, an equivalent condensed network is obtained with reduced size and complexity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: some existing approaches in the literature for the study of large queueing networks are presented in Section 2. Section 3, firstly, introduces an overview of the proposed reduction approach. Then, suitable classes of queueing networks are given. Afterward, the two phases of the proposed approach are addressed in more detail and a numerical example is presented. Finally, Section 4 draws conclusions and gives some perspectives.

**2. RELATED WORK**

This paper focuses on researches in the field of hierarchical modeling of queueing networks. Although none of the major modeling formalisms or simulation environments emerged over the last few years, neglects the interest for hierarchical modeling. Much effort has been made in the field of hierarchical modeling of queueing networks and several methodologies are applied to cope with complexity problem. Thus, there is a wide body of literature addressing this problem. Therefore, this section highlights general methods related to the approach given in this paper.

The Flow Equivalent Service (FES) method (Daniel & Virgilio, 2004) is inspired from Norton’s theorem for electrical circuits (Chandy, Herzog & Woo, 1975) and applied mainly for closed queueing networks. It has been used in diverse systems such as virtual memory and multi-programing (Brandwajn, 1975; Gelenbe & Kurinckx, 1976; Rieser & Konheim, 1976; Shoute, 1976; Menasce & Almeida, 1981; Sauer & Chandy, 1975; Brandwajn, 1982; Lazowska & Zahorjan 1982), multi-processor systems (Kurinckx & Pujolle, 1979), input/output subsystems (Brandwajn, 1981; Bard 1982) and concurrency (Heidelberger & Trivedi, 1983). Another technique referred as decomposition and aggregation approach is applied mainly for open queueing networks. This later consists of decomposing a network into smaller subnetworks and then analyzing each subnetwork separately. Then, these subnetworks are substituted by individual nodes. The global system behavior is determined by analyzing the network of aggregated nodes. In (Gelenbe & Pujolle, 1998; Gross & Harris, 1998; Kuehn, 1979; Bitran & Tirupati, 1988; Reiman, 1990; Whitt, 1983a; Whitt, 1983b), examples of single-queue decompositions are given while an example of a multi-queue decomposition is given in (Dai, Nguyen & Reiman, 1994). In (Whitt, 1983a; Whitt, 1983b) a network is approximated as a set of individual isolated GI/G/1 queues and many variations based on this work have also been proposed in (Suresh & Whitt, 1990) and (Whitt,1995). In (Brandwajn, 1974a; Brandwajn, 1974b), author introduced the idea of exact equivalence for a specific class of networks. Whereas in (Curtois,
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